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Abstract 
The paper deals with the multimedia teaching aid which was created for students of the Bachelor curriculum entitled as 
Information and control technology. It helps mainly students of distance curriculum to study the slight introduction to control 
theory and programming in MATLAB from their home. They could run the DVD at home and watch how the controller is 
programmed or created. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. General Introduction 
The application of new educational methods, aids and tools in the area of control is important aspect of modern 
educational system during last years also we are in the era of decrease of public funding [4], especially the global 
view of graduate process should be taken into account [6]. Nice survey about control was written by Åström and 
Kumar [7]. There is important to include technical and non-technical issues in control education [3]. There are 
several applications and tools focused on education control, for example experimental educational program for 
computer control of control system [5], or it is realized even in real time [8] where distance learning laboratories 
play important role [9] or it can be realized as application of virtual tool for control education [10]. 
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From the area of model predictive control was created nice package for undergraduate education [2]. Nice 
application in the area of education was realized in Spain [11], [12]. 
1.2. Matlab and Simulink Environment 
All the following text is based on the work of Zaoral which created under the supervision of Perutka [10]. 
MATLAB is an integrated environment for scientific computing, modeling, algorithms design, simulation, analysis 
and presentation of data parallel computations, measurement and signal processing , design of control and 
communication systems. MATLAB computing system in recent years has become the global standard for 
engineering calculations and simulations in science, research, industry and education. MATLAB provides its users 
with not only a powerful graphical and computational tools but also an extensive specialized library functions with 
powerful fourth-generation programming language. Libraries are thanks to their range usable in virtually all areas of 
human activity. With its architecture MATLAB is designed for those who need to solve numerically intensive tasks 
while they do not want or do not have time to examine the nature of mathematical problems. More than one million 
users worldwide use the MATLAB software, which is much easier than, say, Fortran or C and which has great 
potential productivity and creativity. MATLAB strongest site is considered extremely fast computing core with 
optimal algorithms that are proven through years of service on top worldwide locations. MATLAB has been 
implemented on all major platforms (Windows, Linux , Solaris , Mac). Name MATLAB is an abbreviation of the 
words MATrix Laboratory (loosely translated as " laboratory with matrices ") , which reflects the fact that key data 
structure in the calculations in MATLAB are matrices. Custom programming language is based on the language 
Fortran. 
1.3. Introduction about Simulink 
Simulink is a software package that allows you to model, simulate and analyze systems whose outputs change 
over time. Such systems are often referred to as dynamic systems. For modeling, Simulink provides a graphical user 
interface (GUI), in which the user draws up its own model of each block library using the click-and-drag mouse 
operations, a block clicking and dragging on the block where the block in the model is located. Simulink includes a 
comprehensive block library, such as library resources, library of linear and nonlinear elements and many others. 
Furthermore, the user can also create his/her own blocks. Simulink can be used to study the behavior of a wide range 
of dynamic real-world systems, including electrical, mechanical and thermodynamic systems. The first Simulink 
edition contained MATLAB version 3.5 in 1990. 
2. Control theory used for video-guide creation 
2.1. Ziegler-Nichols method 
This is a heuristic method of tuning PID controller, which is credited by John G. Ziegler and Nathaniel B. 
Nichols. According to these authors, this method was named after their surnames. The method has three 
modifications, of which the second modification is used in video tutorials. 
Ziegler-Nichols method of critical parameters (second modification) 
This method is applicable for linear continuous and discrete control systems. The principle consists of bringing 
the circuit to the critical state, i.e., the oscillating stability limit, wherein the controller operates with only 
proportional element. Integral and derivative component is excluded. Reaches a circuit stability limit, the gain value 
at which this condition occurred, is called the critical gain Kpk. The period of oscillation at which this occurred, then 
we call the critical period of oscillation Tk. 
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Fig. 1. Determination of the critical period. 
The following table will allow us to determine the values of the controller parameters: 
 
Table 1. Ziegler-Nichols (second modification) relations for calculating the parameters of the controller. 
Controller TP TI TD 
P 0.5 Kpk   
PI 0.45 Kpk 0.83 Tk  
PD 0.4 Kpk  0.5 Tk 
PID 0.6 Kpk 0.5 Tk 0.125 Tk 
 
2.2. Åström controller 
Åström algorithm for calculating the output level of the discrete PID controller is given by 
ݑሺ݇ሻ ൌ ݑ௉ூሺ݇ሻ ൅ ݑ஽ሺ݇ሻǡ 
where 
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Parameters in previous equations are chosen from the intervals ߚ  (0;1), ߙ   3;20!. 
2.3. Runge-Kutta method  
The most widely used method for the numerical solution of the ordinary differential equations. It is characterized 
by fourth order accuracy. At each step are calculated four auxiliary variables. This technique was developed about 
1900 by German mathematics C. Runge and M. W. Kutta. Improved Runge-Kutta methods were suggested in 1970 
by the German mathematician Erwin Fehlberg and this enhancement is given the name of the method as Fehlberg or 
also Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method.  
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method. 
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Enhancement is in the sense that each step can be controlled by the step size and thus the resultant errors using two 
methods. Fehlberg found these two variants of Runge-Kutta methods, which require the simultaneous use of only 6 
operations. This method is of the fifth order accuracy. 
Fehlberg used both Runge-Kutta method of fifth order in which the function value yn +1 is expressed as 
ݕ௡ାଵ ൌ ݕ௡ ൅ ߙଵ݇ଵ ൅ ߙଶ݇ଶ ൅ ߙଷ݇ଷ ൅ ߙସ݇ସ ൅ ߙହ݇ହ ൅ ߙ଺݇଺ǡ 
which could be written as 
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where 
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The components of the vector are given by the following equations: 
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Estimation error is counted according to 
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3. Created video-guide for students of control theory 
To create a video guide the Camtasia Studio 7 program was used. It is a program designed to create video guide 
that allows you to record screen and edit videos and create DVD menu. 
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3.1. Camtasia Studio 7 environment 
After running, the desktop of the program is displayed. The work area is divided into three sub-sections. On the 
left, there is an interactive window, which displays the currently selected tool for video editing. On the right, there is 
a screen that is used to edit video and also to view it. At the bottom of the screen, there is the timeline. 
The main tools included in Camtasia Studio 7 are:   
x descriptions,  
x zooming,  
x transitions,  
x voice recording  
x cursor effects,  
x adjustment of audio tracks,  
x subtitles  
3.2. Creating DVD menu 
To create a DVD menu, the Camtasia MenuMaker was used (Figure 2). This application is a part of the Camtasia 
Studio 7 and it runs through the menu option Tools - > Studio Tools - > Camtasia MenuMaker. After starting the 
application, the Welcome dialog appears. It offers options such as creating a new project using the wizard, open a 
new project , open an existing project or open the last project . After selecting the first or second option, the basic 
library of 11 templates opens. The user can select one of the available templates or apply the template and select 
"Blank template". This opens a new project that can be edited using the Properties Menu. Window Menu Properties 
contains four tabs: General, Cursor, List and Content. In the General tab you can set the caption menu, background 
color or background image and canvas size menu. In the Cursor tab, you can set the appearance of the cursor, the 
sound of the cursor when you click a sound and when you move the cursor over the object. In the List tab, you can 
set the text color (normal, visited, highlighted), text alignment, frame style menu and position the frame. The last tab 
Content is the most important. You create links to the video files that you want to appear in the menu when you 
click on the link. 
 
Fig. 2. Camtasia Menu Maker. 
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3.3. Running the DVD 
Menu, which is located on the DVD, runs automatically when the DVD is inserted into your computer. If it does 
not, this menu can be run manually by opening the contents of a DVD file and by running the file named as 
“videoprůvodce.exe”. Menu is realised easily and intuitively (Figure 2). It contains title and seven links. Link on 
which is the mouse cursor is highlighted by turquoise color. After clicking the mouse on the selected link, the 
selected video starts from the video guide in video format 4:3 with a resolution of 720x480 pixels. The resolution is 
set to optimize for a wide range of monitors or projectors. After clicking the mouse on the text HD, which is located 
in the last section menu, a sub-menu is opened. This sub-menu is used to run individual videos from video guide in 
widescreen 16:9 widescreen format, at a resolution of 1280x720. The widescreen video format video quality is 
higher than the classical 4:3 format. 
4. Short description of created video guides 
4.1. Discrete PID controller in MATLAB 
The user is acquainted with discrete PID controller using MATLAB script, which is divided into six sub-sections. 
At the beginning, the screen of the command window is cleared, from the Workspace are deleted all the variables 
and the disp command is used here and that displays text in the command window. Furthermore, the transfer 
function of the system is defined together with a sampling period. This followed by the discretization of the transfer 
function (Figure 3) using C2DM function and the backward rectangular method (ZOBD) is used here. 
Fig. 3. Sample source code - discretization of transfer function. 
Then, the value of the desired value is defined using for four cycles and the variable with which it continues to 
operate are initialized. The following is the most important part of the script, it is used computing cycle of the 
controller, which is also in the for loop. This includes the calculation of critical periods and critical gain, treatment 
of division by zero, the calculation of the parameters of the controller with the Ziegler-Nichols relations and 
counting the action signal value for calculation Aström PID controller. The last part of the script takes care of 
drawing the results of process control. 
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 Fig. 4. Sample source code – main cycle. 
4.2. Discrete PID controller in Simulink 
In this video, the user will learn how to create a model of a discrete PID controller in Simulink. Since this is the 
first video in which the student operates in Simulink and are therefore at the beginning there are shown two ways 
how to run Simulink. After running Simulink, a new window is created and we can start to create a model of a 
discrete PID controller. Firstly a diagram of the controller is created and the scheme is applied to mask the 
subsystem. After you create the subsystem,  you insert additional blocks from Simulink libraries to build the model 
of discrete PID controller. In the last part of the video the Step block is changed for block Repeating Sequence, 
which defines the actual course of the requested value. 
This video guide uses the following blocks:  
x step,  
x repeating sequence,  
x sum,  
x unit delay,  
x gain,  
x zero-order hold,  
x transfer fcn,  
x mux,  
x scope. 
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4.3. Continuous-time controller in MATLAB 
This video guide consists of five M - files:  
x rkf4r_c2j3contr.m , 
x soustODR_c2j3contr.m , 
x soustODR_c0j2.m , 
x suboptLQ.m and 
x AregulaceLQ.m .  
The first four M-files are functions which are used in the main script AregulaceLQ.m. At the beginning of the 
main script (AregulaceLQ.m) the variables from the Workspace are erased and the global variables and control time 
are defined. Simulation time is set at 1500, but in reality, the total control time is 10 times lower, i.e. 150 seconds. It 
is because of the implementation of continuous-time domain. In another part of the script, the start time and end 
time vectors and time step are defined. Then variables are initialized, which are used in other parts of the script to 
work. To calculate the parameters of the controller is first necessary to define the parameters for the initialization of 
the controller parameters to initialize the system and weighting coefficients. Then the function suboptLQ is used to 
calculate the parameters of the controller. Furthermore, the controller output is counted, for which the 
rkf4r_c2j3contr function is used and it serves as a separate solver of differential equation. Finally, the control error 
is counted. At the end of the main script, the function to draw the history of control is used. 
4.4. Continuous-time PID controller in Simulink 
Users will learn how to create a model of continuous-time PID controller in Simulink. Model is first assembled 
from individual blocks of Simulink library, then the mask of the subsystem is applied and in the last part of the 
video guide, the subsystem, which consists of the controller, is replaced by the special block called PID Controller, 
which replaces the PID controller. 
 
Conclusion 
The paper presents created multimedia teaching aid for students of Bachelor curricula. It is a set of MP4 files 
describing the creation of sample controllers in MATLAB and SIMULINK with Czech audio and source codes 
located in the DVD with its own menu. This teaching aid is positively evaluated by the students as a nice 
introduction in programming the application from the area of control theory. Future work will be oriented to enlarge 
the set of video guides and to prepare other version of audio files in other languages. 
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